Abstract-An optical shutter technique for quality control and degradation analysis of concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) modules is presented. Shuttering configurations are described and used to determine individual component degradation or failure in fieldexposed commercial modules. Cells are shuttered in specific patterns, intentionally engaging internal bypass diodes, and currentvoltage (I-V) curves are measured at the housing terminals of the sealed module. Individual cell characteristics may be qualitatively determined by contrasting module I-V responses to different shutter configurations and quantitatively determined by fitting an extended equivalent circuit model to the shutter data.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE marketability of concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) systems depends not only on price but on demonstrated reliability as well [1] . To that end, assessing system performance over time to identify root causes of degraded power output is essential to validate this innovative technology in the competitive energy marketplace. It is a basic tenet of failure analysis to perform nondestructive testing whenever possible. However, CPV modules are often fabricated in arrays of channels that are optically in parallel and electrically in series and sealed inside weatherproof housings; all channels are optically accessible, but there are only two terminals for electrical access to all cells. While testing of individual components before module assembly is standard practice, after assembly and in subsequent field deployment, there has been no general technique to access, for example, individual channel and cell performance. We report a shutter technique that facilitates the isolation of individual cell electrical response within a sealed CPV module. This is achieved by optically masking the other cells in the series string before measuring a current-voltage (I-V) curve at the module terminals using an I-V test station. A dynamic real-time I-V test station that shows a live picture of the I-V curve, such as [3] . The rightmost module is fitted with shutters designed to allow complete blocking or complete illumination of channels in any combination. Here, only channel 2 is illuminated. Remote shutter operation is not shown.
that described in [2] , is extremely valuable in this context. This rapid trouble-shooting method does not require breaking into the wiring of sealed and encapsulated modules, nor dismounting them from their tracker. It allows identification of abnormal individual channels arising from problematic photovoltaic cells, abnormal bypass diodes, individual channel optical misalignments, interconnect issues, parasitic impedances, and thermal issues. We will demonstrate the application of this technique to assess the first two of these concerns. Fig. 1 shows a number of CPV modules on a fully instrumented tracker [3] . Each module is comprised of a seriesconnected string of six individual channels (i.e., a triple-junction solar cell with a bypass diode and its two-stage Fresnel concentrating optic). Since an I-V measurement across the entire module yields the series sum of the individual cell responses, it can be difficult to diagnose anomalous behavior from the shape of this full-module I-V curve. To ascribe anomalous behavior to any particular cell is generally impossible, unless one can deconvolve the individual I-V curves by sequentially shading or illuminating individual cells in the module.
Various shading techniques have been used to extract individual cell degradation factors for silicon flat panels, but these required either the removal of the bypass diode [4] (compromising the nondestructive test) or the employment of partial shading to avoid voltage shunts [5] . Bypass diodes protect Module A (see Fig. 2 ) "Progressiveshuttered"
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low-current-producing cells from experiencing large reverse bias by allowing current from higher producing cells to flow around them with only a small potential drop. Module behavior with bypass diodes under partial shading conditions is well understood [6] - [13] , and CPV modules are often equipped with a bypass diode around each cell. This allows CPV channels to operate nearly independently, and thus, we may exploit this fact, deliberately engaging them in order to isolate individual cell characteristics.
II. SHUTTER TECHNIQUE
One of many possible shutter configurations is shown in Fig. 1 . This simple, inexpensive, portable design consists of opaque panels ("shutters") hinged on a frame that supports the shutters in registration with the Fresnel lens array. The shutters completely occult the primary optics and can be remotely operated. The shutter technique then consists of comparing the system I-V responses when successive optical channels are shuttered or, conversely, when successive channels are unshuttered.
We use the term "shuttered" to describe the artificial shading of channels in a CPV module with these opaque panels and define terms for various sets of shutter pattern combinations as follows:
1) "full-open," where all shutters are open; 2) "full-closed," where all shutters are closed; 3) "progressive-shuttered," starting from "full-open" and closing shutters one at a time in succession until "fullclosed" is reached, whereupon the module dark I-V curve can be measured (we use the term "partial shutter" to refer to an individual shutter which is part way open); 4) "single-open," where all shutters but one are closed, in which the module essentially behaves as a single photodiode in series with five bypass diodes; 5) "single-closed," where all shutters but one are open. Before attempting to understand the I-V response of a degraded module, we first study a fully functional module. Table I lists the pathologies that these shutter combinations identify. Before attempting to understand the I-V response of a degraded module, we first study a fully functional module. Fig. 2 shows a set of "progressive-shutter" measurements made on a fully functional module (Module A). Corresponding simulation results derived from a calibrated equivalent circuit model [14] of the six different shuttering conditions are also shown. System voltage is reduced in regular increments as the I-V curve moves stepwise to the left under progressive shuttering. There is no hysteresis in shutter operating order: The complementary view has the I-V response arising out of the dark I-V curve as cells are progressively unshuttered, stepwise to the right, and the same response is obtained for the same combination of shutters. Fig. 3 illustrates the equivalent circuit model that is fitted to the shutter measurements. This extended model incorporates a two-diode model [15] for each subcell, with associated series and shunt resistances, as shown in Fig. 3(a) ; the full model for the module has all N = 6 CPV cells, each with its bypass diode, as seen in Fig. 3(b) . The modeling parameters extracted from Module A (see Fig. 2 ) fits of the model to the various shutter measurements allow individual cell responses to be reconstructed, with parameter magnitudes identifying the origins of anomalous cell behavior: R series , R shunt , and R diode were the relevant fitting parameters as shown in Table II . R series quantifies electrical contact through the slope of the shutter measurement between the maximum power point and V OC . R shunt quantifies leakage currents (shunts) around either cell or bypass diode by the slope of the line between the bypass turn-on and the maximum power point. These two parameters for each cell can best be extracted from individually illuminated channels. R diode for each cell must be determined by reversing the shutter pattern and illuminating five cells at a time. This isolates the effect R diode for a single cell between the maximum power point and V OC . The well-understood temperature dependences of cell and diode [14] , [15] were also included in the model. The agreement between measurement and simulation shown in Fig. 2 gives us confidence that we understand how the shutter technique behaves on a fully functional module under normal operating conditions. We may thus proceed to more stringent validation and application.
III. TECHNIQUE VALIDATION
To validate the shutter technique, we next apply it to a module with degraded cell response but functioning bypass diodes (Module B). We first extract the individual I-V curves from a set of "single-open" shutter measurements, as shown in Fig. 4(a) .
The "single open" response curves in Fig. 4(a) are very obviously different. The I-V curves of cells 1 and 4 do not appear to have a maximum power point knee in their curve at all, while that of cell 5 is somewhat reduced. Cells 2, 3, and 6 appear to be performing well. Dashed curves are fits of the module equivalent circuit model to the shuttered module responses. Table II presents the extracted fitting parameters.
Module B was then opened up, the individual cells isolated electrically, and their I-V curves measured. The results are shown by the corresponding colored curves in Fig. 4(b) . These curves are overlaid by dashed curves representing the individual cell responses extracted numerically from the fits to the shutter measurements. Agreement between these two results is observed for all curves. The slight differences may be attributed to limiting the multiparameter optimization process during fitting and to cell temperature variation during isolated cell measurements. A distributed equivalent circuit model as described in [16] could be used to better fit the shutter measurements if more detailed information is desired. It is seen that cells 1 and 4 are severely shunted and that cell 5 is moderately shunted. A slight shunt is also visible in the cell 3 response. Cells 2 and 6 are well behaved, with the former having slightly higher V OC than the later because the cell had yet to come up to its operating temperature when the direct measurement was taken. Having now established the viability of the approach, we can now proceed to a more stringent application of the shutter technique.
IV. TECHNIQUE APPLICATION
The shutter technique is now applied to a module with degraded cell response caused by malfunctioning bypass behavior (Module C). In Fig. 5 , the I-V characteristic of Module C is compared with the expected I-V curve simulated using the equivalent circuit model under the same ambient conditions. Comparison of the two curves shows that Module C has indeed degraded, warranting shutter measurements.
There are two possible issues of concern that should be considered before proceeding with shutter measurements. In quadrant 4, current is able to flow under forward bias greater than V OC , which happens when no cells have failed in open circuits and when no blocking diodes are present. This is important to check because if a cell has failed in open circuit, then any I-V measurements, especially of dark I-V curves, can produce a dangerously large reverse bias on the bypass diode of the affected receiver. Note that modules with blocking diodes will also prevent reverse current from flowing, yielding an I-V curve that is indistinguishable from that of a module with a cell that has failed open.
In quadrant 2, the I-V curve of Module C does not show the expected turn-on of the bypass diodes in reverse bias (cf., Fig. 2, Quadrant 2) , which suggests bypass diode issues. To isolate the performance of each bypass diode, a "single-closed" I-V curve set may be recorded. To ensure that no cell damage is caused when cells with potentially defective bypass diodes are shaded, it is important to first verify that sufficient bypass diode turn-on is visible in quadrant 2, if not in the light I-V curve, than in the dark I-V curve. If no bypass diode turn-on is observable in the dark I-V curve, than at least one disconnected bypass diode is confirmed. The shuttering procedure needed to identify the channel(s) with disconnected bypass diode(s) depend(s) on the module's internal circuit. Bypass diode turnon is not visible in Fig. 5 , but some bypass diode function was confirmed; therefore, the module was put back on sun and each channel was initially partially shuttered by about 5% to lightly engage its bypass diode. In all cases, the diode did permit current to bypass the partially shaded cell; therefore, full shuttering could safely proceed. Fig. 6(a) shows a set of "single-closed" shutter measurements on Module C, plus the "full-open" and "full-closed" I-V curves. As before, dashed curves are fits to the shuttered module responses, using the equivalent circuit model, to enable subsequent extraction of individual cell characteristics. Table II presents the extracted fitting parameters.
It is possible to qualitatively extract the individual performance issues of each channel directly from the shutter measurements of Fig. 6(a) . For channel 6, the slope of the falling edge of the I-V curve (between the MPP and V OC ) is similar to that of the light I-V curve, and the shift in V OC is as expected, confirming normal behavior. Channels 1, 2, and 4 show the anticipated shifts in V OC , but the falling edge of their I-V curves (where their respective bypass diodes are operating) exhibit slopes less than channel 6. This indicates the presence of an abnormal diode resistance, R diode , in series with the parallel bypass diode. It is not in series with the solar cell because the reduced slope only occurs in the portion of the I-V curve where the bypass diode is engaged and it does not occur below V OC in the fourth quadrant. In addition, when channel 2 is shuttered, the I-V curve immediately below V OC exhibits a bias-dependent reverse current. This is caused by an abnormal shunt resistance in parallel with cell 2. Channels 3 and 5 show an abnormally small leftward shift from the fully illuminated module response and no slope discontinuity at zero current, implying that large shunts exist in parallel with these cells.
Semiquantitative descriptions characterizing the severity of the failure modes may be found from the individual channel responses by fitting the parameterized equivalent circuit model to the shutter measurements of Fig. 6(a) . These I-V responses, shown in Fig. 6(b) , are determined by the same method as described in Section III. They reveal with greater clarity the abnormalities discussed above. Notably, cells 3 and 5 are severely shunted (i.e., their I-V curves show a nonzero slope between I sc and the maximum power point), with R shunt values of 0.32 and 0.26 Ω, respectively; cell 2 exhibits a less significant R shunt of 6 Ω. It is also interesting to observe the shape of the reversebiased portion of the I-V curves. Except for cell 6, all the rest of the cells show parasitic bypass behavior (i.e., abnormally weak diode turn-on). Resistances in series with the bypass diodes, R diode , were 0.58, 0.75, 0.40, and 0.06 Ω, for cells 1, 2, 4, and 6, respectively. The I-V curves of cells 3 and 5 were too shunted to extract R diode values, but from the shape of the characteristics, we can conclude that these values must be greater than their respective shunt resistances. Subsequent examination of these bypass diodes confirmed that the diodes themselves were still operable but that the component attach bond material between diode and carrier had degraded.
V. CONCLUSION
A noninvasive technique using a simple, inexpensive, portable shutter frame has been presented, where individual cell responses were measured for sealed modules containing an internal array of series-connected cells with individual bypass diodes. This technique allows localization and identification of specific component and material degradation without reopening modules for spot probing and can be employed either in the field or on the manufacturing floor. Employed in the latter, it would permit infant failures or process issues at the individual cell level to be characterized without damaging the modules and can reduce the need for destructive module investigation.
In the measurements and modeling presented, we compared modules of identical manufacture that exhibit very different illuminated I-V characteristics after long field exposure. Two complementary shuttering arrangements were used, depending on which parameters were to be extracted. Sequentially shuttering all but one channel isolated the I-V curve of that cell, allowing its series and shunt resistances to be extracted. Conversely, shuttering one channel at a time forced its bypass diode into operation and allowed that particular diode to be analyzed. Shunt resistances for each channel could be extracted from either shuttering arrangement since current flows through a shunt resistance, regardless of whether the channel is operating in forward or reverse bias.
Application of our shutter technique to other module systems requires specific knowledge of their particular series-parallel cell arrangement and bypass/blocking diode configuration. Modules with more cells, for example, often have a combination of internal series and parallel connections, which will result in fully functioning "progressive shuttered" measurements that look different from those shown in Fig. 2 . This has an impact on the required capability of the I-V test station. If many bypass diodes are in series, the test station will have to measure well into the second quadrant to perform "single open" shutter measurements. To measure "single closed" shutter measurements, the test station must be capable of sinking the on-sun power of the module. While the form of the I-V response depends on the specific series-parallel configuration, information similar to that discussed above is generally accessible, even for modules that are quite different from those presented here. However, the presence of blocking diodes may limit access to cell-specific information under certain circumstances, and severely damaged circuit components (like severe shunts) may mask other issues.
